Barring unusual circumstances, every continuous miner has assigned to it two shuttle cars that make periodic trips from the continuous miner to the conveyor belt. Figure 1 shows only one section of a coal mine and similar operations are being carried on in many locations simultaneously.
Restricting our attention to one section of the mine, its effectiveness (based on the amount of coal per unit time being extracted) can be roughly estimated as follows: Finally, although It is, undoubtedly, difficult to interchange shuttle cars between sections In a coal mine we can take advantage of those opportunities when two or more sections come into proximitly. By making these local exchanges we will be led to the global optimum.
The MgtheiiiaUxa] Modol
Wc asslpn a probability of failure, 0 < p < 1 to eacb shuttle car in the mine. Fov the ktb section, the probability of both shuttle cars failing is given k k by the product P-iPo > assuming the probabilities are independent. If both shuttle cars in the kth section are operating, the section effectiveness is 1 ; if only one car is operating its effectiveness is <5 , where 1 > 6 > 0.5 ; otherwise the section effectiveness is 0 . For a mine composed of n sections, we maximize the total expected output as a function of the sequential ordering of S ■ p-.p , , p?,P 2 ,P 2 P 2 • Thus, the total expected output can be written k?=l Q.E.D.
As an Immediate consequence of the theorem we have the following 
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MATHEMATICAL SCIENCE DIVISION I). ABSTRACT
Shuttle cars form a part of the standard equipment employed by the mining industry in the transportation of coal when using the room-and-piller method for extracting coal from underground seams. These cars are subject to frequent failure, so the problem of assigning shuttle cars to sections of the mine is considered in this paper, with the objective of maximizing expected output. A particularly simple solution is found that could be used readily by any mine foreman., _ DD. 
